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Abstract

Nowadays, railway transport capacity is an important bottleneck for many railway operators that face its ever-increasing
demand. This poses a challenge to existing lines as operation under conditions close to saturation tends be unstable.
Capacity in urban railway systems depends largely on dwell times at platforms, but capacity measures proposed in
literature rarely include the uncertainty associated to these times. In this paper this uncertainty is modeled as fuzzy
numbers and two new capacity measures are proposed: the Fuzzy Maximum Capacity and the Fuzzy Occupancy Time
Rate. The proposed model makes use of a railway simulator that enables route compression to obtain the conflict-free
compressed time of the section under study.
Three practical capacity problems from the perspective of the railway traffic operator have been presented and solved.
The new measures provide more information to the railway operator than the standard UIC method that does not
include uncertainty regarding dwell times. Finally, the model has been applied to the section Gràcia-Sarrià, belonging
to the Spanish railway operator FGC.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, many of the urban railway lines are severely
congested, especially during rush hour. In 1950, only
30% of the population lived in cities while at the present
time this figure has increased to 54% and it is expected
to reach 66% by 2050 [30]. Operators and managers of
railway infrastructures are facing the major challenge of
increasing the available capacity at existing installations
to cover the expected growth of demand while, at the
same time, coping with the operation of installations
under conditions close to saturation which by nature are
prone to be unstable.
Transport capacity is a vital component of railway sys-

tems, defined by the amount of rolling stock per unit of
time that the system will be able to move [6]. Even
though the concept of capacity is intuitive, its technical
quantification in order to make it useful in the evalu-
ation and proper design of railway infrastructures is

complex. This has led to the definition of different types
of capacity in the literature [1, 15, 16, 21].

� Theoretical or maximum capacity: Maximum volume
of traffic (usually expressed as number of trains per
hour) that can travel through a railway network or
network section assuming that the circulation of
trains is not affected by signaling systems.

� Practical capacity: Volume of traffic that can travel
through the system permanently maintaining a
reasonable quality of service. It is a value smaller
than theoretical capacity, because buffer time
margins between trains are required to avoid small
delays being transmitted to other trains [6, 11, 24].

� Operative Capacity used by a timetable: it is the volume
of traffic contained in a timetable for a period of time.

� Available capacity: difference between the practical
capacity and the operative capacity. It offers
information about the residual capacity of a timetable.

Transport capacity depends on multiple factors, [1, 6, 27, 28],
such as:
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� Infrastructure design: Track topology, gradients and
speed limitations.

� Trains performance that limit the safety distance
allowed between two consecutive trains.

� Signaling systems: They are in charge of guaranteeing
safe train movements.

� Traffic, which is defined as the mix of trains, train
sequences and priority rules at railway nodes.
Capacity is reduced when trains with different speeds
or lengths travel one after another, or under a
different dwelling schedule [23].

� Dwell times at stations have a great influence on
capacity. They are affected by door opening and
closing times as well as time waiting to depart once
the doors close, passenger flow time and time the
doors remain open after passenger flow ceases [14].

� Reversing routes at terminus stations, where trains
change direction.

As regards capacity calculation, there are analytical
methods available such as the one proposed by the UIC
(International Union of Railways) in its 405 leaflet [26],
that allows obtaining a theoretical capacity value in a
relatively simple manner by using mathematical expres-
sions applied to simplified models of the system. These
methods are based on real-world data of infrastructure
and timetables, but they are only useful as a starting
point or to detect capacity bottlenecks.
On the other hand, there are available methods based

on timetable compression. UIC proposes in [29] their
reference method of capacity calculation (UIC 406R). It
aims to establish an international standard to evaluate
capacity in different environments, by establishing a
common framework and uniform principles.
The compression method eliminates buffer times be-

tween trains, calculating the maximum capacity as the
number of trains contained within the compressed time
(number of trains per hour). The occupancy time rate
measure of a given timetable is defined as the com-
pressed time divided by the timetable time window. This
value can be compared to the reference values proposed
by the UIC for various types of railway lines (Table 1).
In suburban lines this capacity calculation is heavily

dependent on dwelling times, considering that they sup-
pose an important percentage of the compressed time
(for example, in Vallès line of the Catalan operator FGC
they suppose up to 20% during peak hours).

An effective procedure to calculate the compressed
time and the maximum capacity is the use of simulation
models that allow reproducing the full railway system at
a micro level (using tools like OpenTrack or MultiRail).
This is accomplished by approximating the trains until
they could not get closer without affecting each other
(conflict-free compressed time). Some works present
their own simulation tool [2, 10, 17]. Goverde et al [10]
calculates capacity using the compression method. It
considers uncertainty by means of Weibull distributions
line entry times, but dwelling times are considered fixed.
The major part of performed works about capacity does

not take into account uncertainty related to dwelling
times, although there are some exceptions. In [18], dwell
time variability is considered by gathering real-world data
to calculate the conflict probability in a timetable. A revi-
sion of train dwell time models is performed in [25]. They
all gather real-world data from several installations, the
work concludes that the amount of passengers getting on
and off and waiting at platforms are the most influencing
parameters. Some of the works in the literature are com-
pletely centered on the study of passengers influence on
dwelling times [4, 13, 22, 32].
In some situations there are not real-world data avail-

able, this is the case of greenfield projects where no previ-
ous information is available or when the timetables of a
line need to be modified. In both cases, the previous stat-
istical data of the line are no longer valid. In this situation,
an approach based on fuzzy modeling proves to be espe-
cially convenient to include uncertainty in the model.
In [5] delays at the departure station are modeled

using fuzzy numbers in order to optimize the timetable
of a train subject to punctuality restrictions. Milinković
et al [19] proposes to use expert knowledge to define
rules and fuzzy sets to calculate primary and secondary
delays based on a fuzzy Petri net. In [31] a model is pro-
posed to solve the timetable planning of a line by apply-
ing fuzzy information on passenger demand and [12]
shows a model to obtain the best trains timetable by
using fuzzy AHP. In [9] a dispatching support system for
railway operation control is described, it uses Petri Nets
and Fuzzy Sets to model rule-based expert knowledge.
In the previous works the use of fuzzy numbers has
proven its utility to model uncertainty in several situa-
tions. However, this approach has not yet been applied
to capacity calculation in a greenfield project, a redesign
of an existing infrastructure or a timetable modification.
In the present work a fuzzy capacity model for railway

lines is proposed. Uncertainty in dwell times is intro-
duced by using fuzzy numbers. As a result, new mea-
sures of fuzzy maximum capacity and fuzzy occupancy
time rate are proposed. The proposed method provides
more information to the railway operator than the
standard UIC method that does not include uncertainty

Table 1 Proposed occupancy time rate values

Type of line Peak Hour Daily Period

Dedicated suburban passenger traffic 85% 70%

Dedicated high-speed line 75% 60%

Mixed-traffic lines 75% 60%
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regarding dwell times. The model permits as well adjust-
ing the level of fulfillment of the UIC time margins to
calculate the operative capacity.
Fuzzy capacity is compared with the operative capacity

of a timetable, evaluating if the timetable is feasible
under the current signaling system design. Fuzzy occu-
pancy time rate is used to calculate the degree of com-
pliance to the UIC robustness reference values. In
addition, the model allows calculating the maximum op-
erative capacity that achieves the UIC robustness re-
quirement with a given level of possibility or necessity as
a target value.
This approach is considered especially useful in urban

railway lines with frequent stops and equipped with
automatic driving systems, where the main source of un-
certainty is located in dwell times due to passengers get-
ting on and off, and not in running times [7].
The proposed model is applied to a real case in a sec-

tion of the Vallès line of the Catalan operator FGC,
which is currently saturated and under study to be par-
tially redesigned. A railway traffic simulator based on
OpenTrack has been configured and used to apply the
UIC timetable compression method. The fuzzy max-
imum capacity model and the fuzzy occupancy rate are
presented in the second section, including the model de-
scription, the proposed applications of the model and
the model resolution. In the third section the case study
is presented. Finally, the work conclusions are presented
in section 4.

2 Fuzzy capacity model
2.1 Model description
In this section, a model to calculate maximum capacity
and occupancy time rate measurements using fuzzy num-
bers is proposed. This allows taking into account uncer-
tainty regarding dwell times at platforms in urban railway
lines and analyzing capacity dependency in relation to
those times. To that effect, the compression method de-
fined in [29] is applied. The compression method is a gen-
eralized method for calculating capacity consumption
section by section. An example of its application is shown
in Fig. 1; the left figure shows 11 consecutive train paths
departing from Gràcia station with destination Sarrià. The
Tope is reflecting the cycle time of 2 trains following a cer-
tain timetable.
The right figure shows the same train paths but com-

pressed until trains cannot get any closer without affect-
ing each other, therefore eliminating buffer time margins
between trains.
Given a periodic traffic pattern that determines the se-

quence of trains in the cycle and a signaling and oper-
ation system the maximum line capacity is calculated as:

C ¼ 3600 � n
T

ð1Þ

Where T (in seconds) is the conflict-free compressed
time of the traffic pattern, according to UIC, measured
in seconds and n is the number of trains circulating in
the pattern. Therefore, the capacity C is measured in

Fig. 1 Train paths diagram and the timetable compression method (Left: Uncompressed paths from the schedule. Tope reflects the periodic cycle
time of 2 trains, Right: Compressed paths)
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trains per hour. After setting the traffic pattern, the
compressed time T can be expressed as a function of
dwell times in the stations of the analyzed line section:

T ¼ f TDkð Þ Where k ¼ 1; 2…S ð2Þ
Where TDk is the dwell time at each platform k, and S

is the number of stops. Function f will be calculated in
the case study by using a detailed traffic, signaling and
control systems simulator.

C ¼ 3600 � n
f TDkð Þ ð3Þ

The uncertainty associated to dwell times can be mod-
eled as fuzzy numbers, and thus, the obtained com-
pressed time is as well a fuzzy number:

~T ¼ f ~TDk
� �

Where K ¼ 1; 2…S ð4Þ

In this way, the proposed Fuzzy Maximum Capacity
(see Eq. 5) is a function of the fuzzy dwell times:

~C ¼ 3600 � n
f ~TDk
� � ¼ F ~TDK

� � ð5Þ

The function f increases with Dwell Times. Hence, the
maximum capacity decreases with those times. Thus, it
is possible to easily calculate the fuzzy maximum cap-
acity ~C by means of α-cut arithmetic [3].

The upper limit of each α-cut of the fuzzy ~C (Cα) can be
obtained considering the lower limit of the α-cut of the
fuzzy ~TDk (Td

α ) (see Eq. 6 and Fig. 1). Similarly, the lower
limit of each ~C α-cut (Cα ) can be obtained using the upper

limit of the ~TDk α-cut (Td
�α) (see Eq.7 and Fig. 2). This way,

by varying the α value between 0 and 1, the whole ~C set
can be obtained.

Cα ¼ F Tdα
� � ð6Þ

Cα ¼ F Td�α
� � ð7Þ

Given the fuzzy maximum capacity, and a timetable
with an associated operative capacity Cope, the Fuzzy
Occupancy Time Rate ~U can be defined as:

~U ¼ Cope

~C
� 100 ð8Þ

2.2 Railway traffic operator applications

Using the previous model definitions of ~C and ~U, three
practical problems from the perspective of the railway
traffic operator could be set out:

� Is the operative capacity achievable?
� Does the operative capacity keep enough reliability

margins?
� Calculation of the highest Cope that fulfills the

recommended UIC Occupancy Time margins with a
target possibility/necessity value

These three applications are described and solved in
the following subsections.

2.2.1 First application: is the operative capacity achievable?
Given a timetable, the first question is to determine if
the associated operative capacity Cope is below the Fuzzy
Maximum Capacity, to asses if the timetable is feasible
under the current signaling system (see Eq. 9):

Cope≤ ~C ð9Þ
The advantage of using the fuzzy value comparison in-

stead of the crisp one is that the inherent uncertainty of
dwell times is properly taken into account. The fuzzy
number ~C is compared to the crisp number Cope in
terms of possibility Π and necessity N measures [8], pro-
viding the possibility and the necessity that the Cope is
below the fuzzy maximum capacity (Eqs. 10 and 11).
Thus, Railway operators obtain more information about
the degree of fulfillment of the maximum capacity.

Fig. 2 Fuzzy capacity obtained from fuzzy Dwell Times
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Π ~C≥Cope
� � ð10Þ

N ~C≥Cope
� � ¼ 1−Π ~C < Cope

� � ð11Þ

Two examples are presented below:
In Fig. 3, the possibility of ~C being greater than or

equal to Cope is α, and the necessity of ~C being greater
than or equal to Cope is zero, since:

N ~C≥Cope
� � ¼ 1−Π ~C < Cope

� � ¼ 1−1 ¼ 0 ð12Þ

In Fig. 4, the possibility of ~C being greater than or
equal to Cope equals to 1, and the necessity of ~C being
greater than or equal to Cope equals to 1 – α, since:

N ~C≥Cope
� � ¼ 1−Π ~C < Cope

� � ¼ 1−α ð13Þ

2.2.2 Second application: does the operative capacity keep
enough reliability margins?
In the first application it has been checked if the Operative
Capacity is less than the Theoretical fuzzy maximum Cap-
acity. But this condition does not ensure that a timetable
is robust enough to incidents. To conclude that a time-
table allows an operation that is reliable (it can compen-
sate delays by using enough time margins), the timetable
needs to preserve certain occupancy time rate reference
values [29]. The fuzzy occupancy time rate is calculated
for a given timetable, as its associated operative capacity
divided by the fuzzy maximum capacity (in %) (Eq. 8).
Therefore, the Fuzzy Occupancy Time Rate of the line

can be compared to the reference values proposed by
the UIC:

~U≤UUIC ð14Þ

Cope

~C
100≤UUIC ð15Þ

Cope

UUIC
100≤ ~C ð16Þ

Where UUIC is the maximum occupancy time rate ref-
erence value recommended by the UIC. This value is de-
fined for every type of railway line and service hour
(Table 1).
The degree of compliance to the UIC robustness requis-

ite is evaluated again in terms of possibility and necessity
measures, but this time comparing the fuzzy maximum
capacity ~C to the proportion of the operative capacity Cope

over the UIC reference value UUIC (Eq. 16). Again, railway
operators obtain information about the degree of
fulfillment of the UIC recommended occupancy time
rate values. Then, possibility and necessity measures as-
sociated with the fuzzy comparison are calculated with
a procedure akin to the one described previously in the
first application.

2.2.3 Third application: calculation of the highest Cope that
fulfills the recommended UIC occupancy time margins with
a target possibility/necessity value
Finally, once the fuzzy maximum capacity associated
with an infrastructure and a certain traffic pattern has
been calculated (taking into account the uncertainty in
dwell times), the proposed model allows calculating the
maximum operative capacity Cope that achieves the UIC
robustness requirement with a given level of possibility
or necessity as a target. To that effect, the Cope of the
following equations has to be calculated depending if the
imposed requirement is a possibility value αobj of a ne-
cessity value Nobj:

Y Cope

UUIC
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ αobj ð17Þ

Fig. 3 Fuzzy maximum capacity compared to Operative Capacity Cope at the right side
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N
Cope

UUIC
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ Nobj ð18Þ

Where αobj and Nobj are the target levels of possibility
and necessity that could be imposed as the level of ful-
fillment of the UIC recommended value.

2.3 Model resolution
In this section the procedure to solve the problems laid
out in the previous section is described.

2.3.1 Problems 1 (and 2) resolution
A procedure to solve problems 1 and 2 without the need
of generating the whole ~C number, which would require
repeated iterations, is proposed. This procedure is based
on the alpha-cuts arithmetic (see Fig. 2). The method for
the first problem is the following:

1. For α equal to 0, the simulation function F(TDk) is
applied using the TDk

α values. The resulting

capacity value is the upper limit of the α-cut of Cα

with α equal to 0 (see Fig. 5). If this Cα value is

lower than Cope, the possibility and necessity of
Cope≤ ~C are null and the algorithm ends.

2. For α equal to 0, the simulation function F(TDk) is
applied using the TDk

�α values. The resulting
capacity value is the lower limit of the α-cut of Cα

with α equal to 0 (see Fig. 5). If this Cα value is
higher than Cope, the possibility and necessity of
Cope≤ ~C are equal to 1 and the algorithm ends.

3. For α equal to 1, the simulation function F(TDk) is
applied using the TDk

�α ¼ TDk
α values, that is, the

core of the triangular fuzzy numbers. The resulting
capacity value is the core of the fuzzy maximum
capacity (α equal to 1) (see Fig. 5).

4. If Cope is higher than Cα ¼ Cα with α equal to 1,
then the cutting point between Cope and ~C has to
be found in the upper limits of the α-cuts of ~C by
using the bipartition method simulating F(TDk) with
the lower limits of ~TDk α-cuts. In this situation, the
necessity value is null and the possibility value is
calculated as the α value of the cutting point (see
Fig. 3), and the algorithm ends.

5. If Cope is lower than Cα ¼ Cα with α equal to 1,
then the cutting point between Cope and ~C has to
be found in the lower limits of the α-cuts of ~C by
using the bipartition method simulating F(TDk) with

Fig. 4 Fuzzy maximum capacity compared to Operative Capacity, Cope at the left side

Fig. 5 Calculation of the core and the support of fuzzy maximum capacity obtained from triangular fuzzy Dwell Times, α-cuts method
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the upper limits of ~TDk α-cuts. In this situation, the
possibility value equals to 1 and the necessity value
is calculated as 1 minus the α value in the cutting
point (see Fig. 4), and the algorithm ends.

If the fuzzy ~TDk numbers representing dwell times have
a nucleus longer than 0 (for example trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers), the same procedure can be applied.
The same procedure can be used to solve problem num-

ber 2, considering that in problem 2 the fuzzy maximum

capacity ~C has to be compared to Cope

UUIC
100 instead of Cope.

2.3.2 Problem 3 resolution
To calculate the limit Cope of the timetable that fulfills
the UIC reference value with a target possibility αobj
(thus, the associated necessity value is 0), Cope can be
isolated out of the following equation:

Y Cope

UUIC
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ αobj ð19Þ

To this end, Cα has to be calculated with α equal to
αobj (see Fig. 3), that is, just one simulation is required F
ðTDk

α Þ with α equal to αobj. Finally, the Cope that meets
the specified requirement is obtained as the result of

multiplying Cαobj by UUIC/100.
If the accomplishment of a certain level of necessity

Nobj is fixed as a goal (thus, the associated possibility
value is 1), Cope can be calculated from the equation:

N
Cope

UUIC
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ Nobj ð20Þ

For this purpose, Cα has to be calculated (see Fig. 4)
with α equal to 1 minus Nobj, that is, just one simulation

is required FðTdDk
�αÞ with α equal to 1 minus Nobj.

Finally, the Cope value that meets the specified

requirement is obtained as the result of multiplying Cα

by UUIC/100.

3 Case study
A section of the FGC Barcelona-Vallès network has been
chosen to apply the proposed model. FGC (Ferrocarrils
de la Generalitat de Catalunya) is a railway company that
operates several lines in Catalonia, a region located at
the northeast of Spain.
The Barcelona-Vallès infrastructure (Fig. 6) is equipped

with a safety system called ATP (Automatic Train Protec-
tion), which is in charge of supervising the train speed and
applying the penalty brake in the event of safety condi-
tions not being fulfilled. This line is equipped with a speed
codes implementation scaled to 90/60/30/0 km per hour.
The section Gràcia-Sarrià covers one of the most con-

gested parts of the network, comprising the nodes of
Gràcia and Sarrià, which are two key points of the whole
network. The first one is the main node serving several
lines: L6, L7, S1, S2, S5 and S55.
With the aim of obtaining precise times of the itinerar-

ies in the installation, a parametric model of the section
has been implemented using a simulation tool. This tool
allows modelling line profile data and track topology as
well as rolling stock and the routes for each interlocking
of the line.

3.1 Simulator description
The infrastructure topology of the railway line has been
developed in a graphical manner using the OpenTrack
tool [20], which supports modelling a railway line by
means of double vertex graphs (Fig. 7). Graphic ele-
ments have attributes that can be precisely configured
by the user. Also, precise data of the rolling stock such
as technical characteristics for every Electrical Multiple
Unit, including traction efforts and speed diagrams,
weight, length, adherence factor and power systems can

Fig. 6 Map of FGC Barcelona-Vallès lines
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be introduced. In particular, real data obtained from FGC
series 112, 113 and 114 currently in service have been
applied.
Signaling and ATP systems have been modeled using

real data coming from the actual, such as track circuit
lengths and gradients, signals, routes between signals,
switches and ATP system features.

3.2 Line section description
The Gràcia-Sarrià section presents some conditions
that make it particularly interesting for its analysis. It
is an especially congested section, also Sarrià station
has been remodeled recently with the aim of improv-
ing its capacity, and further improvements to the sec-
tion are still required to be implemented. Therefore,
it turns out to be a good testing ground to analyze
its transport capacity.

3.3 Description of the traffic pattern
The simulated timetable of the line shows that in the line
section from Gràcia to Sarrià, and from 8 to 9 h during
weekdays, 21.8 trains are circulating in direction to Sarrià.
Those trains moving from Gràcia to Sarrià have a par-

ticular behavior, which is that half of them do not stop at
three of the stations of the interval: Sant Gervasi, La Bona-
nova and Les Tres Torres. This makes the study of this
section key when it comes to determining its Operative
Capacity (Cope). Table 2 shows the simulated timetable
which illustrates the aforementioned characteristics.
The repeating cycle between Gràcia and Sarrià during

the described part of the service is hence formed by 2
trains, one stopping at all 7 stations and another one
stopping only at 4 of them.
The simulator is used to obtain the compressed time

T (in seconds) of the traffic pattern, simulating the trains
up to the limit where their circulations would be affected
(UIC, 2004). Table 3 shows the main parameters of the

compressed pattern simulated and its Time vs Distance
diagram can be found in Fig. 1.
Figure 8 gives an example of the unhindered speed

profile computed in the case study for the routes from
Gràcia to Sarrià. This simulated speed profile has been
contrasted with real data from the line and the results
show its good accuracy.

3.4 Triangular fuzzy dwell times
To consider uncertainty in dwell times they have been
modeled as triangular fuzzy numbers. The membership
function is defined as follows, where TDk is the core of
the fuzzy dwell time (Eq. 21, Fig. 9):

~TDk xð Þ ¼ ½ o if x < TDk
α

x−TDk
α

TDk−TDk
α if TDk

α ≤x≤TDk

TDk
α−x

TDk
α−TDk

if TDk ≤x≤TDk
α

0 if x > TDk
α

�
ð21Þ

Fig. 7 Simulator operation process

Table 2 Simulated timetable of trains departing from Gràcia
with destination Sarrià (08:00–09:00)
Position Line Departure Position Line Departure

1st S1 8:00:00 12th L6 8:28:30

2nd L6 8:01:00 13th S1 8:33:00

3rd S2 8:05:30 14th L6 8:34:00

4th L6 8:06:30 15th S2 8:38:30

5th S1 8:11:00 16th L6 8:39:30

6th L6 8:12:00 17th S1 8:44:00

7th S2 8:16:30 18th L6 8:45:00

8th L6 8:17:30 19th S2 8:49:30

9th S1 8:22:00 20th L6 8:50:30

10th L6 8:23:00 21st S1 8:55:00

11th S2 8:27:30 22nd L6 8:56:00
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The three practical applications from the perspective
of the traffic operator previously proposed in section 2.2
are analyzed. Also, a sensitivity analysis is presented with
the objective of assessing the impact of variations in the
core and support of the fuzzy dwell times.
Variations of the fuzzy dwell times TDk core between 20

to 40 s are going to be considered. Likewise, TDL support
variations between 15 and 25 s are taken into account as
well.

3.5 First application: is the operative capacity achievable?
The first step is to verify whether the operative capacity
Cope, defined by the operator, is below the Fuzzy Max-
imum Capacity. According to the simulated timetable, this
section of the line is operated with a Cope of 21.8 trains
per hour during the rush hour of the daily service. The
fuzzy maximum capacity shown in Fig. 10, has been ob-
tained using a fuzzy dwell time with a TDk of 30 s and a
TDL of 25 s, which could be typical values according to the
experience of the line operator.
Under that scenario, the possibility and necessity mea-

sures of fulfilling the fuzzy constraint ~C≥Cope are calculated
as:

N ~C≥Cope
� � ¼ 1−Π ~C < Cope

� � ¼ 1−α ð22Þ

N ~C≥Cope
� � ¼ 1−α ¼ 0; 83 ð23Þ

Π ~C≥Cope
� � ¼ 1 ð24Þ

The results show that, even during the rush hour, the first
requirement is accomplished with a high degree of certainty
(although no reliability margin has been considered yet to
face an incident without disrupting the service).
For the sake of comparison, by using the same input

parameters but with crisp values (considering the core of
the Fuzzy Dwell times) instead of fuzzy ones, the follow-
ing maximum capacity is obtained:

C ¼ 3600 � n
T

¼ 3600 � 2
289

¼ 24; 91t=h ð25Þ

The crisp value shows that the Cope of 21.8 trains per
hour would always be accomplished. Hence, taking un-
certainty into account by means of fuzzy numbers pro-
vides the operator richer and more complete
information than just using crisp values.

3.6 Second application: apart from being achievable, does
the operative capacity keep enough reliability margins?
In a similar way to the first application, in the second
one the operative capacity is compared considering
the margin proposed by the UIC in terms of the oc-
cupancy time rate. The fuzzy occupancy time rate ~U
shown in Fig. 11, is obtained using a fuzzy dwell time
with TDk of 30s and a TDL of 25 s.
Given the reference occupancy time rate UUIC of 85%

proposed by UIC, the possibility and necessity measures
of fulfilling the fuzzy constraint ~U≤UUIC are calculated as:

N ~U≤UUIC
� � ¼ 1−Π ~U > UUIC

� � ¼ 1−1 ¼ 0 ð26Þ
Π ~U≤UUIC
� � ¼ α ¼ 0; 78 ð27Þ

In light of the results, the second requirement can
be accomplished with a degree of certainty during the

Table 3 Main parameters of the simulated compressed pattern

Parameter Value

Dwell Time at stations 30 s

Compressed Cycle Time
(2 trains, Sarrià direction)

289 s

Fig. 8 Simulated speed profile of a train circulating from Gràcia to Sarrià using the ATP system. Train not hindered by other circulations and
stopping at all stations
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rush hour of operation. If the same calculation is per-
formed using crisp values, the following results are
obtained:

Cope

C
100≤UUIC ð28Þ

22 t=h
24; 91 t=h

100 ¼ 88; 32% > 85% ð29Þ

In this case, the perception about the degree of cer-
tainty is lost entirely. Then, as a conclusion, it would
seem that the operative capacity is not achievable by any
means if the occupancy time rate value of 85% proposed
by the UIC is taken into consideration.

3.7 Third application: calculation of the highest Cope that
fulfills the recommended UIC occupancy time margins
with a target possibility/necessity value
The values of possibility and necessity that fulfill the re-
quired UIC occupancy time rate value and Cope of the

section at the same time can be found by calculating Eq.
30. The numerical values have been obtained by using a
TDk value of 30s with a TDL of 25 s, and αobj = 0,5 and
Nobj =0:

Y Cope

UUIC
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ αobj ð30Þ

Y Cope

85%
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ 0; 5 ð31Þ

Cope ¼ 23; 18 t=h ð32Þ

Therefore, under the dwell times defined and using
the uncertainty parameters set previously, the highest
Cope that fulfils the target possibility is 23,18 trains per
hour.
Another example on this same scenario could be ob-

tained. If the operator imposes a higher level of certainty
on the fulfillment of the UIC Occupancy Time margins,
he would impose a necessity level instead (that is stricter
than a possibility level). In the following example, Cope is
calculated by setting Nobj = 0,42 and αobj = 1:

N
Cope

85%
100≤ ~C

� �
¼ 0; 42 ð33Þ

Cope ¼ 19; 75 t=h ð34Þ

In this case, the calculated Cope is 19,75 t/h. When a
necessity level is imposed, the operative capacity calcu-
lated is lower than the one obtained when a possibility
value is imposed.

Fig. 10 Fuzzy Maximum Capacity (TDk 30s, TDL 25 s)

Fig. 9 Diagram of Fuzzy Dwell Times. Triangular implementation
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3.8 Sensitivity analysis
This section is aimed to show a sensitivity analysis of
the capacity considering different fuzzy dwell time
possibility distributions. To this end, all fuzzy max-
imum capacities have been obtained for fuzzy dwell
times with core TDk ranging from 20 to 40 s and sup-
port TDL ranging from 15 to 25 s. Figure 12 depicts
the values of the Cope that comply with possibility
αobj = 0,7 (and thus, necessity 0).
The operative capacity figure shows that, for any

particular value of TDk, a certain sensitivity in TDL

can be observed. As a conclusion, in general the
wider the TDL span, the higher the Cope obtained.
This happens because when the support of the fuzzy
maximum capacity is bigger, the calculated Cope for
α=0,7 increases. Figure 13 shows this behavior in de-
tail for a fixed value of TDk (30 s). The fuzzy capacity
is depicted for three different values of TDL.
That is, when the support of ~TD increases, lower

values of dwell times are considered possible, and for

these lower values of dwell times, higher values of max-
imum capacity are calculated as possible as well.
On the other hand, if a necessity value is imposed, the

higher the TDL, the lower the Cope calculated (see
Fig. 14). In this case, when the support of ~TD increases,
higher values of dwell times are considered possible, and
for these values of dwell times, lower values of max-
imum capacity are calculated as possible. Thus, when
the target necessity level is imposed, the calculated Cope

is lower as the ~C support increases.
Figure 15 shows the impact on Cope of modifying TDk

for different values of the necessity value imposed. This
time TDL is fixed at 20s.
Then, by making use of this information and his own

record of operating experience, the operator can design
the timetable in order to maintain an occupancy time
rate that allows certain reliability margins.
This may end up being a better solution than the

one-size-fits-all approach of UIC’s occupancy time rate
guidelines. Also, by adjusting the possibility and

Fig. 12 Operative Capacity sensitivity analysis. Possibility (αobj) = 0,7 Necessity = 0

Fig. 11 Fuzzy Occupancy Time Rate (TDk 30s, TDL 25 s)
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necessity target values, the system can be suited to ac-
count for a predefined level of uncertainty. The operator
expertise again can be the key in its definition.

4 Conclusions
The main goal of this work is to improve urban railway
lines capacity analysis considering the uncertainty asso-
ciated to dwell times. In these type of lines dwell times
have an important impact on capacity because there are
frequent stops, and running times are quite stable due to
the use of automatic driving systems.
New capacity measures have been proposed: the Fuzzy

Maximum Capacity and the Fuzzy Occupancy Time
Rate. They are based on the maximum capacity and oc-
cupancy time rates defined in [29] (timetable

compression method), including the uncertainty associ-
ated with dwell times modeled as fuzzy numbers.
Three practical problems from the perspective of the

traffic operator have been presented and solved applying
the proposed model, by means of the alpha-cut arithmetic:
(1) Is the operative capacity achievable?, (2) Does the op-
erative capacity keep enough reliability margins?, (3)
Which is the highest operative capacity that fulfills the
recommended UIC Occupancy Time margins? Problems
(1) and (2) are solved by calculating the degree of compli-
ance in terms of possibility and necessity measures, while
the third one calculates the maximum operative capacity
that achieves the UIC robustness requirement with a given
level of possibility or necessity as a target.
The proposed model has been applied to the section

Gràcia-Sarrià of the Spanish railway operator FGC. The

Fig. 14 Influence of TDL width variation on Fuzzy Maximum Capacity and Cope (Necessity = 0.3, Possibility = 1)

Fig. 13 Influence of TDL support variation on Fuzzy Maximum Capacity and Cope (Possibility = 0.7, Necessity = 0)
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model uses a railway simulator that enables the time-
table compression method to obtain minimum
conflict-free cycle times of the section under study.
It has been shown that the proposed method provides

more information to the railway operator than the
standard UIC method that does not include uncertainty
regarding dwell times. The model permits as well adjust-
ing the level of fulfillment of the UIC time margins to
calculate the operative capacity. Furthermore, the sensi-
tivity of the transport capacity to the uncertainty level
for these input parameters of the model has been
analyzed.
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